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Models for the internal structure of Mars that are consistentwith its mass, radius, and
moment of inertia have been constructed.Mars cannot be homogeneousbut must have a core,
the size of which dependson its density and, therefore,on its composition.A meteorite model
for Mars impliesan Fe-S-Ni core (12% by massof the planet) and an Fe- or FeO-rich mantle
with a zero-pressuredensity of approximately 3.54 g/cm•. Mars has an iron content of 25 wt %,
which is significantlyless than the iron content of the earth, Mercury, or Venus but is close
to the total iron content of ordinary and carbonaceouschondrites. A satisfactory model for
Mars can be obtained by exposing ordinary chondrites to relatively modest temperatures.
Core formation will start when temperaturesexceedthe cutecftc temperature in the system
Fe-FeS (•990øC) but will not go to completionunlesstemperaturesexceedthe liquidus throughout most of the planet. No high-temperature reduction stage is required. The size and density
of the core and the density of the mantle indicate that approximately63% of the potential
core-forming material (Fe-S-Ni) has entered the core. Therefore, Mars, in contrast to the
earth, is an incompletely differentiated planet, and its core is substantially richer in sulfur
than the earth's core. The thermal energy associated with core formation in Mars is
negligible. The absenceof a magnetic field can be explained by lack of lunar precessional
torques and by the small size and high resistivity of the Martian core.

Most calculations of the internal

structure of

Mars have assumedthat the coreof the planet,
if there is any, has the density of iron or the
density of the earth's coresuitably correctedfor
the effects of pressure.On the basis of this
assumptionand the observedmomentof inertia,
it has been concludedthat Mars is a nearly
homogeneous
body with, at most, an iron core
of 1-6% of the planer's mass [MacDonald,
1962; Binder, 1969]. Urey [1957] and Bullen
[1966] concludedthat it is unlikely that Mars
hasa core.Thermal-historycalculationslander-

son and Phinney, 1967; Hanks and Anderson,
1969] have been used to support the arguments
againstthe developmentof an extensivemolteniron core in Mars, as has the lack of a detectable magneticfield. However, solar and meteoritic abundancessuggestthat iron is not the only
candidate for the material in a planetary core.
Cosmic abundances,for example, and melting
relationships•indicate that sulfur should be an
abundant elemen• in the core, particularly in
small relatively coldplanets.

The two measurableparametersthat are pertinent' to the internal
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structure

of Mars are the

mean density and th• moment of inertia. These

data can be usedto determineonly two parameters of the interior. The behavior of solids,
such as silicatesand metals, under pressureis
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fairly well knownfrom high-pressure
and shockwave studies and from the known structure

of

the interior of the earth. For example,we know
the equationsof stateand the locationsof phase
changesfor most of the materialsthat might be
expectedto be important in the interiorsof the
terrestrial planets. With this information, we
can eomplet.
ely define the structure of a twozone planet (for example, one containing a
mantleand a core) in termsof the zero-pressure
densities of the mantle

and the core and the

CALCULATIONS

For present purposes,we take an extremely
simple form for the equationof state:

P = Poq- a[1 -- (r/R)]
where pois the zero-pressuredensity of a given
regionof the planet, R is the radiusof Mars, p
is the density at radius r, and a is a constant
taken as 0.565 g/cm8. This equation gives results consistent with those of Kovach

and An-

derson [1965] and Binder [1969], who used a
radius of the core.For Mars two of thesepadifferent
approach.The mantle of Mars is prerameters can be found as a function of the third.
sumably composedmainly of silicates, which
This procedureis to be preferredto preassigning one of the parameters,sincesuchpreassign- can be expectedto undergoone or two major
ment would be equivalentto assumingthat the phase changes,each involving a 10% increase
compositionof one of the regionsof the planet in density. To a good approximation, these
will occurat x/3and 2/• of the
is known. It is particularlydangerousto assign phas•changes
radius
of
Mars.
The deeper phase changewill
the densityof the core,sincethe relativepropornot occur if the radius of the core exceeds• of
tions of iron, nickel,sulfur, and silicon,elements
that may be in the core in appreciableabun- the radiusof the planet. With theseparameters
dances,depend critically on conditionsduring we can solve for the radius and density of the
accretionof the planet, present internal tem- core, given the density of the mantle and the
peratures, degree of differentiation, and, of observablemass,radius, and moment of inertia
course,the compositionand oxidizationstate of for Mars. The resultsare given in Table 1.
The curve in Figure 1 gives these resultsin
the originalmaterial.If siliconis the light alloyterms
of the density of the core and the radius
ing element in the earth's core [Ringwood,
1966], the density of the core will decreaseas of the core. The curve is the locusof possible
it grows; silicatesare reducedonly in the later Mars models.Clearly,the data canaccommodate
high-temperature stages of accretion. Mars, a small dense core or a large light core. The
beinga smallerbodythan the earth, wouldhave upper limit to the density of the core is problesssiliconin its core, and the core would have ably closeto the densityof iron. This density
a larger zero-pressuredensity. On the other value provides a lower limit to the radius of the
hand, if sulfur is the light alloying element in core of 0.36 of the radius of Mars, or about 8%
the core [Andersonet al., 1971], the densityof of the massof the planet. To determinea lower
the core will increaseas it growsand becomes limi• to the density,one must considerpossible
major components
of the core. Of the potential
fieher in iron because of the nature of the
core-forming
materials,
Fe, S, and Ni are by
Fe-FeS phasediagram [Anderson,1971]. Mars
far
the
most
abundant
elements,both in mewouldthus be expectedto have a corelessdense

than the earth.This effectwouldbe compounded
by the greater efficiencyof Mars in retaining
sulfur, by the smaller aeeretionalenergiesinRc/R
volvedin its growth,and by the inferreddeple-

TABLE

1.

Parameters

Pm

for

Mars

Pc

Models

Mc/M

tion of iron in Mars relative to the earth. In

any ease,a Martian core is unlikely to be of
pure iron or of the same compositionas the
earth's core.

Accordingly,we have constructeda suite of
planets that satisfy the observableproperties
for Mars and that are independentof compositionalassumptions.

0.20
0.25
0.30
0.33
0.40
0.50
0.60

3.557
3.554
3.550
3.548
3.541
3.522
3.492

*Not computed.

2 0.1
I 2.6
9.22
7.93
6.30
5.27
4.80

*
*
0.06
0.07
0.10
0.17
0.26
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core radius of 0.6 and a fractional

massof 26%. On thesegrounds,the massof the

10-

\

MARS

3-

Martian

core can be considered to lie between

Prn"'
3.54
g/cm

8 and 24% of the massof the planet.
This range can be narrowed considerablyby
further considerationof the compositionsof
meteorites. The points in Figure 1 represent
most of the major categories of stony meteorites. The size and density of the 'core' have
- been computedfrom the amounts of iron, sulO.,C,;,.
o' Enstl
fur, and nickel in the meteorite. No singleclass
•Hyp.C.•o
o"
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Fig. 1. l•adius of the core versus the density
of the core for planetary models that have the
mass, radius, and moment of inertia of Mars. The
density of the mantle varies along the solid curve
(Table

1). The densities of the Fe-FeS cutecftc

compositions are determined from data of Brett

and Bell [1969]. The points are for various

of meteorites, fully differentiated into core and
mantle, would satisfy the data for Mars, althoughcarbonaceous
chondritesand hypersthene
(low iron) chondrites come close. The open
circles indicate silicate (mantle) densities less
than the inferred density for the mantle of
Mars; the closedcirclesindicate silicate densities that are too high. The meteoritesabovethe
curve can be migrated downwardand to the left
by placing someof the iron of the core in the
mantle and thereby increasingthe density of
the mantle and decreasingthe density and
radius of the core. Physically, the result would

meteorite classes with all the FeS and free Fe and
Ni differentiated in a core. The dashed line shows

correspondto a meteoritemodelthat has been
only partially differentiated,i.e., has undergone
an incompleteseparationof mantle and core.
If chondritesare an appropriate guide to the
composition
of Mars, possiblecore sizeswould
be further restricted to 12-15% by mass. Alternatively,the closedcirclescouldbe migrated
to the locusof possibleMars modelsby reducteoritesand in the sun. In ordinary high-iron ing someof the FeO in the silicatephaseand
chondrites,
the free iron contentaverages
17.2% allowingthe iron to enter the core.This proceby weight.The FeS contentis approximately dure is much more drastic and requires high
5.4% (3.4% Fe, 2.0% S), and the Ni contentis temperatures and, probably, the presenceof
1.6%. A planet assembledfrom suchmaterial, carbon to effect the reduction. It is interesting
if completelydifferentiated,would yield a core that the meteoritesin questiondo contain substantial amounts of carbon. The resulting cores
of 24% of the massof the planet,with Fe:S:Ni
in the approximate proportionsof 21:2:2 by would be about the same size as was previously
weight. Low-iron chondriteswould yield a core inferred.
A third possibilitywouldbe to assembleMars
of 15% of the mass of the planet, with profrom a mixture of meteorites that fall above
portions of 12:1:2.
how core density is related to core size in the FeFeS system. The density and amount of melt increase as the temperature is raised above the
eutectic. The level of the line is adjusted to ordinary chondfific abundances.The slope is calculated from the phase diagram.

Carbonaceous

chondrites

have

little

or no

free iron but contain 7-25% by weight FeS and
about 1.5% Ni. The average core size for a
planet made of carbonaceouschondriteswould
be 15% by mass,Fe:S:Ni beingin the proportions 9' 5' 1.5. An absolute minimum

core den-

sity can probably be taken as 4.8 g/cm•. This
value correspondsto a pure FeS core with a

and below the curve. The meteorites below the

curve, however, are relatively rare, although
the earth may not be collectinga representative
sample.
The first alternative seems particularly attractive becauseof its simplicity and becauseit
followsnaturally from the phaserelationsin the
Fe-FeS system for the compositionsfound in

DoN
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ordinary and enstatite chondrites.That is to
say, the iron contentof thesemeteoritesis on

EARTH'S
CORE

the iron-rich side of the eutectic composition,

and partial meltingwouldproducea sulfur-rich

Liquid

melt and leave iron behind in the mantle.

Many other alternatives are possible.The
mantle need not be homogeneous;all parts of
the mantle need not contribute equally to the
core. Some parts of the mantle may be more
effectively stripped of their iron than other
parts. The composition
of the melt dependson
temperature and pressure.Unfortunately, the
data restrict us to a discuussionof two parameter models.In addition, the phase diagram for
the Fe-FeS systemis not known at high pressures. High-pressurephaseswill eertainly intervene, but it is unlikely that the qualitative
argumentsgiven above will be invalidated.
DISCUSSION

Phase relations in the system Fe-FeS have
beenworkedout by Hansenand Anderko [1958]
and by Brett and Bell [1969]. The cuteerictemperature is 990øC and is relatively insensitive
to pressure,at leastto 30 kb. The cuteericcompositionshifts from about 69 wt % Fe at zero
pressureto 74 wt % Fe at 30 kb. The cuteeric
phasediagramfor the Fe-FeS systemis shown
schematicallyin Figure 2. Severalpoinls should
be noted. First, if sulfur is the light alloying
element in the earth's core, estimates of its
density and temperature would place it well
above the liquidus temperature in this system.
This result would suggestthat the separation
of core and mantle is probably well advanced
or completein the earth. Second,for compositions to the left of the cuteericcompositionthe
melt and presumably the core become progressivelyricher in iron and denseras temperature increasesand me]ting proceeds.The contrary is true for FeS-rich systems, such as
carbonaceouschondrites.For ordinary and enstaritc chondritespartial melting accompanied
by completeseparationof melt from the solid
would result in an iron-rich
rich core. An estimate

mantle and a sulfur-

of the conditions

in the

Martian core are shown in the hatched region
of Figure 2.
Figure 3 showstemperatureprofilesin Mars
as a function of time from thermal-history calculations [Hanks and Anderson, 1969]. Also
shown are estimatesof the iron melting curve
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(i.e., becomesricher iA iroa) as pressureiacreases.

and the eutectic and liquidus curves. For the
model much of the interior

of Mars is between

the eutectic and liquidus temperatures.This
condition suggestspartial rather than total
melting and incompleteseparationof potential
core-formingmaterial. Preliminary calculations
on the thermal effect of core formation indicates

that this sourceof energyis negligiblefor Mars.
We have argued above, qualitatively, that
partial melting of certain classesof meteorites
will

move

them

toward

the

locus of

Mars

models.The phase diagram for the iron-sulfur
system allows us to compute, at least at low
pressures, the relation between the relative
amount of melt and its compositionor density.
The dashed line in Figure 1 showshow these

two quantitiesare related for a certainstarting
compositioncloseto that of ordinary chondrites.
At the intersection of the curves the mass of

the core is 12% of the massof the planet and
the density of the core is 5.85 g/cm8. An average ordinary chondrite contains 11.7% Fe,
1.3% Ni, and 5.9% FeS, or 19% potentialcore-
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Fig. 3. Temperatures in Mars as a function of radius and time (adapted from Ha•ks and
Anderson [1969]). Also shown are estimates of the melting temperature of pure iron and the
eutectic and liquidus temperaturesin the Fe-FeS system. The thermal effects of convection,
latent heat, and core formation have been ignored.

formingmaterial. From the phasediagramand
the assumption that the Ni/Fe ratio stays
constant,we determinethat the core consistsof
5.7% Fe, 0.6% Ni, and 5.7% S, relative to the
massof the planet. Thus, the total coreis 12%
of the massof the planet. Most of the original
sulfur has entered the core, but considerable
amounts of Fe and Ni remain

solid and in the

high FeO content of type III carbonaceous
chondrites. Type II carbonaceouschondrites
and amphoterites (Soko-Banjites) also have
high FeO contents.
One interesting result of this model is that
the total iron content of Mars is almost inde-

pendentof the size of the coreor assumptions
on how the iron is distributed.For example,the

mantle. The density of the silicate phase plus total inferred iron content for Mars varies from
the residual iron and nickel yields a mant]e 25 to 28% for models in which the mass of the
core rangesfrom 10 to 26%. This range of core
density of 3.54 g/cm8, which agreeswell with
the required value (Table 1). Thus, it appears sizesjust about coversthe range of core densithat a satisfactory model can be obtained for
ties from pure iron to pure FeS. This rangeof
Mars by melting 63% of the potential core- valuesfor Mars can be comparedwith the iron
forming material in an ordinary chondrite.This content of the earth (about 35%) and verifies
situationwould hold if internal temperaturesin previous conclusionsthat Mars is less rich in
Mars averaged about 1300ø-1600øC. Bronzite iron than the earth.
or high-iron chondrites provide mantles that
Table 2 gives the compositionof the mantle
and core of Mars for the two meteorite models
are slightly too dense (3.62 g/cm8) when migrated back to the Mars locus by the above just discussed.Mode] I is the meteorite mix
model, with 75% type III carbonaceous
chonprocedures.
An alternative
meteorite
model for Mars
drites and 25% ordinary chondrites.Complete
that would accommodatehigher temperatures segregationof the core from the mantle is asand complete separation of core and mantle sumed. Model 2 is the partially differentiated
ordinary chondrite model, with 63.5% of the
can be constructed.For example, if type III
carbonaceous chondrites are mixed with ordipotential core-forming material me]ted and
nary chondritesto give the correctdensity,the settled to the core. Both models contain 25%
core will be 12% by weight and will have a iron, and both have a coreof about 12% of the
density of 5.78 g/cm•. These valuesare closeto mass of the planet.
The Orgueil type I carbonaceouschondrite
the values required to satisfy the mass and
moment of inertia of Mars. The high density has been consideredby some authors to be the
of the mantle in this exampleis a result of the best available sample of primordial material.
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TABLE 2.

Element

Mars

Models

Model 1'

This meteoriteis extremelyrich in such lowtemperaturecondensates
as I-I20 and FeS, as
well as carbon and 'organicmatter.' If we

Model 2ñ

ignorethewaterandcarboncompounds,
a fully
differentiated
planetof this composition
would
havea coreof 15% by mass,composed
mainly
of FeS (13.6% FeS, 1.4 Ni), anda mantlewith
a densityof about 3.5 g/cm•. However,this
meteoritealso containsabout 19% I-I20, most
of which must have escapedif Mars is to be
madeup primarilyof this material.Otherwise,
the mantlewouldnot be denseenough.
Figure 4 givesseveralpossibleMars models

Mantle

Si%
Mg0
Fe0
A1203
Ca0
Na20
K20
Cr203
•0
Ti02
P205
NiO
H20
Fe
Ni
FeS

34.9
23.9
21.2
2.7
2.2
0.7
0.06
0.5
0.2
0.1
0.3
0.2
0.8

Total

38.3
23.9
12.0
2.7
1.9
0.9
0.1
0.4
0.3
0.1
0.2
0.0
0.3
6.0
0.7
0.2

87.8

in terms of densityas a functionof fractional
radius. These models are consistent with the

meandensityandmomentof inertia.The range
of possiblesolutionscan be considerably
reduced,as mentionedbefore,if chondriticcom-

88.0

Core

Fe
Ni
FeS

4.6
1.1
6.1

5.7
0.6
$ .7

Total

11.8

12.0

positionsare used as an additional constraint.
MAGNETIC FIELD

The presence of a substantial core rich in

molteniron, impliedby previoussections,
and
the observed
rapid rotationof Mars provide
twoof the conditions
that arethoughtnecessary
for the generationof a magneticfield. One

*Mix; 75%type 3 carbonaceouschondrites, 25%
ordinary

½hondrites.

ñPartially differentiated

ordinary ½hondrite'

Pe = 5.85, Pm= 3.54.

I
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Fig.4. Density
versus
radiusforsomerepresentative
Marsmodels
thathavetheproper

meandensityandmomentof inertia.Modelswithchondritic
compositions
fall in thehatched
region.
Notethatall models
haveapproximately
thesamemantledensity.
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might, therefore, expect Mars to have a magnetic field. However, a differential precessional
torque acting on the core and mantle is probably the ultimate driving mechanismfor the
geomagnetic dynamo [Malkus, 1968]. The
moon and the sun are much

less effective

in

generatingsuch a torque for Mars becauseof
the distance of Mars

from the sun and Mars'

lack of a substantial

moon.
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tures inferred from thermal-history calculations.
The absenceof a magnetic field can be explained by the lack of significantlunar torques.
The presenceof large amountsof sulfur in the
core and its small size, as comparedwith the
earth's core, also serve to suppressthe importance of dynamo action in the Martian core.
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